Fertiliser Quality Council Forum Meeting
30th June 2022

Meeting Minutes
Minutes of the meeting of the Fertiliser Quality Council (FQC) Forum, held at the Miramar Golf Club and
via Teams on Thursday 30th June 2022, commencing at 11.32am.
Attendees: Anders Crofoot (Chairperson), Jim Galloway (Vice), Peter Wood, Colin Hurst, Reuben Carter,
Andrew Darling, Rob Macnab, Rose Hyslop, Dean Brooks, Bill MacGregor, Tony Michelle, Jim Burgess,
Vera Power, Allister Holmes, Mike Manning, Kieran Murray, Gavin Forrest, Craig Allen (via Teams), Miles
Grafton (via Teams), Patricia Forrest (via Teams), Hugh Ritchie (via Teams), Greg Costello (via Teams),
Tiffany McClure (vie Teams), Jilly Woolsey (FQC).
1. Welcome: The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting.
2. Apologies: Penny Clark-Hall, Bala Tikkisetty, Graeme Martin, John Sweeney, Warwick Catto.
3. Minutes of the previous meeting
The Minutes from the previous meeting held on 28th October 2021 were taken as read.
Colin/Mike Carried
4. Action Points Update
4.1. Spreadmark Review: Groundspread NZ driver training is ongoing. Peter is meeting with
Howard Pedersen (Groundspread NZ training representative) in August regarding this. In
addition, Peter noted that the Physical Properties and Lincoln Agritech trials will also have an
implication on this.
4.2. Spreadmark COP: Should spreadmark have a H&S component to it? Anders “would it sit
better with Groundspread’s proposed SpreadCare type program”? Tony said that the AIRCARE
program is considering removing the H&S component and leaving it to be an environmental
standard only. Dean suggested that the code should say that the company must have an inhouse H&S policy.
Action Point: Tony and Rose to have a discussion around H&S in own sector. Re-visit H&S component
of Spreadmark code at next meeting.
4.3. Liquid Fertiliser: Proposed amendment to code in Peter Wood’s report.
4.4. Fertiliser Blends: Peter: There is a protocol on how to test fertiliser blends in Fertmark
code. Most fertilisers are sold and spread as blends and Fertmark focuses on straight lines.
Mike: 3 things to consider;
1. To measure a blend; a) are the proportions as explained and b) is it homogenous.
Need a cheap and quick method for measuring this at scale.
2. What is the tolerance for variation. Higher tolerance for pasture, less for arable?
What is appropriate?
3. Spreading ability. Particularly difficult in arable when there are tramlines,
sometimes up to 30m.
Suggest we need to work our way quickly through this, thinking of these 3 components.

Allister: Agree with Mike. Whatever our recommendations are, they must be practical for the
user. Last week measured four blended products and the component products of those blends
in the same conditions. We have the data set to understand the separation of the blended
products.
Action Point: Allister to circulate initial report in draft form.
4.5. Physical Properties: Work in progress. Comprehensive report later in meeting.
4.6. Test Methods Group prepare paper re withdrawing Watkinson Dissolution Test from the
Fertmark Code: Wide range of results from participating labs previously. Peter has spoken with
all labs regarding fine-tuning the method. Next round of the testing program is due to begin
soon using the agreed changes to the standardised method produce better results.
In light of progress, can be removed from action list.
4.7. Development of new website for FQC: Existing website has been tidied up and secured
from bugs in the interim. Company has been selected to create new website (Quest), will ideally
be live August/September. The key for the layout is to ensure that users find what they need
easily and quickly.
4.8. Lincoln Agritech research proposal: Done
4.9. Stakeholder engagement: Penny has started this process. Will pursue more feedback on
return in August.
4.10. Spreadmark Logo changes: Rose is still working on this.
4.11. Identification Fertmark/Spreadmark users: Patricia works off Peter’s monthly lists. Letter
template in system for sending to those displaying Spreadmark or Fertmark and not accredited.
Action Point: Jilly to find letter.
4.12. Aerial and Groundspread trays: Proposed amendment in Peter’s report.
Action points updated and compiled in Table 1 (below).
5. Reports
a. Chairperson: Report tabled in meeting papers.
Move the Chairperson’s report be accepted.

Anders/Mike Carried

b. Communications: Anders commended Penny on a comprehensive report.
Soil and Food & Society Website: After it was developed, FQC needed someone to market it, as it
was felt that was not in the FQC’s area of expertise. Then marketed by YFC when they had funding
for school education. When funding was exhausted, YFC wanted to charge FQC to continue to
market the website – the relationship with YFC was stopped last year. Is this something we want to

persist with? In which case we need to create a new action plan, or has it run its course. It’s a
flexible platform, has future development potential. Reasonably hard work getting access into
schools/curriculum. Currently still functioning.
Colin: Important to keep because it tells a good story about fertiliser. We’ve invested a lot into it,
it’s a great resource.
Anders: The plan is to incorporate it into the new FQC website.
Vera: The major issue is not the website but finding someone to work alongside with and give it the
“push” it needs. YFC didn’t get into a lot of schools, we need to find another organisation.
Anders: Sounds like it worth persisting, need to find a way to push it along.
Action Point: Vera to send possible contacts to Jilly.
Facebook: It was discussed that having two facebook pages is not constructive for being able to
share and create posts and build the audience as people are following both. Decision to remove
“New Zealand Fertiliser Quality Council” page after inviting followers to like the “Fertiliser Quality
Council” page.
Action Point: Jilly to work with Penny to complete the facebook amalgamation ASAP.
c. Finance:
Budget: As it stands, a deficit is predicted. The reorganising of the Executive Director position will
be more expensive than the previous structure. Plenty of reserves to cover this. Some expensive
projects running at the moment which won’t run forever. Colin noted that the ongoing expenditure
for the Lincoln Agritech project is contingent on the results from the first year (Note 7 in the
budget).
Expected changes to Budget: Liquid Fert trial may have some costs coming through in the 2022 year
which would take out some of the 2023 budget amounts. Lincoln Agritech trial will invoice $30,000
before end of 2022 financial year which will result in $30,000 less expenditure in 2023 Budget. The
$12,000 set aside for Uncertainty of Measurement trial has been rolled over to 2023 budget as it
was not spent in 2022 year.
Financial Report: Patricia explained that the FQC is in a healthy financial position. Bear in mind that
these reports are only up until 31 May 2022 and the financial year end is 30 June 2022. Sieve box
sales will unlikely reach budgeted target. 189 units available for sale currently. Overall our cash
position is favourable; there is $208,902 available as at 21 June, estimated cash outflow of $28,498.
That the 2023 Budget be accepted.

Anders/Jim Carried

d. Groundspread NZ: Report Tabled. Groundspread are looking at the future and how best to meet
client needs, particularly with increased environmental and regulatory policies. Focus groups and
farmer surveys have been a large source of information. Two major learnings to come out of this
work is the importance of Spreadmark; and the use of mapping and tracking and how it incorporates
health and safety on farm going forward. Mike noted that soil testing is increasing and so is the use
of variable rate spreading.
e. Fertmark and Spreadmark Auditor: Report tabled.

•

•

•

Fertmark Promotional Levy: Proposal to change the Fertmark Code regarding the promotional
levy in a situation where a Fertmark registered product is purchased from a Fertmark registered
company by another Fertmark registered company. In this situation the promotional levy would
be collected twice. Discussion was held around this; it was decided to leave the Fertmark
Promotional Levy policy as the status quo. Motion not passed.
Phosphatic Fertilisers Cadmium Monitoring Report: July to December 2021 period number is
217 mg CD/kg P. Increased from 197 in the previous period. Showing an upwards trend over
time. NB the margin of error is 13. As we get close to the limit of 280 what implications are
there? Vera noted that although the figure of 280 is voluntary, it may not be voluntary forever.
Collector Trays & Inserts: Proposal to change the current of the Spreadmark code (page 79), to
the revised wording of:
Collectors approved for use with Spreadmark testing
The following is a list of collector and collector insert designs approved by the Fertiliser
Quality Council for use in Spreadmark testing:
1. The collector and baffle design of Spreader Calibration Services.
2. The collector and baffle design of EuroAgri Imports (James McCloy, (03) 307
7445).
Organisations wishing to have an additional collector and collector insert designs
approved should advise the Executive Director, Fertiliser Quality Council,
director@fertqual.co.nz with an appropriate comparative test report.
Peter/Jim Carried

•

Change of Ownership of a Spreadmark Registered Company: Currently no indication in the Code of
what should happen when a Spreadmark Registered company is sold. Suggested that certification
lapses when business is purchased. Motion not passed.
Discussion about whether certification should lapse if key management and staff remain unchanged
despite new ownership. Dean also pointed out that if a business is Spreadmark certified, there is a
value to the seller of that certification. Suggest that discretion be used on a case-by-case basis i.e.,
owner/operator, 1 truck business vs large fleet and no change in management. If needed audit to
be bought forward for new owner.

Action Point: Peter to talk to Tony around AirCare wording in this scenario
•

GPS requirement for Orchard Spreaders: Proposal that orchard spreaders be exempt from the
requirement to have GPS fitted to obtain a Spreadmark test certificate.
Dean: Spreaders should have GPS fitted. Not needed for navigation but required for proof of
placement.
Allister: Zespri is starting to look at variable rate opportunities and proof of placement.
Motion not passed.

•

Spreadmark Testing Methods for Liquid Fertiliser: Approval is sought for the inclusion of testing
and certification of liquid fertiliser spreaders into the Spreadmark Code. This amendment is for
those spreading fertiliser only (not chemical and fertiliser).
Discussion was had about whether those applicators already approved through Growsafe (chemical
applicators) should need to go through the Spreadmark certification also. Mike: “if there is an
equivalent, no point in duplication”.
Peter, after discussion with JP Praat, to propose a future amendment for those already Growsafe
certified.
Move to add Liquid Fertiliser testing and certification the Spreadmark Code
Peter/Colin
Carried

•

Approved Training Courses for Liquid Fertiliser Applicators: If the proposed amendment to the
code for including liquid fertiliser spreaders is approved; approval is then sought for Growsafe driver
training to be recognised as meeting the Spreadmark driver training requirement. Tony suggested
to make sure terminology between Spreadmark and Growsafe is the same. Dean and Tony noted
that the Growsafe training includes chemical handling but not vehicle training i.e., no hill driving
training. Colin suggested further discussion is required; which will hold up certification of liquid
fertiliser companies. Peter to finetune wording and circulate by email.

Action Point: Peter to speak with counterpart at Growsafe and include Colin and Goundspread NZ in
the communications.
•

Certification of All Vehicles in a Fleet: Proposal from Groundspread NZ that ALL vehicles in a
company’s spreading fleet hold current Spreadmark certification (Page 39, 4.3 of the Spreadmark
Code). Dean suggested holding this motion until there has been a Groundspread NZ national
conference, to be discussed by members. The change could be made at FQC without consultation of
Groundspreaders but that would most likely be met with pushback. Mike noted that a company can
be Spreadmark certified and have part of a fleet accredited and the remainder not accredited; and
that is somewhat disingenuous. In the changing environment, accuracy and credibility is even more
important and this change to the Spreadmark certification will need to be made. Groundspreaders
to start the conversation with their members and prepare them.
Motion held over until the next meeting.

f.
•
•
•
•

Gavin Forrest, GM Policy at Federated Farmers:
Nitrogen Cap reporting is due 31 July.
Hearing with select committee regarding Greenpeace wanting to ban synthentic fertiliser.
Revision of National Environmental Standards for drinking water. Unnecessary & duplicates RMA.
Government changing RMA, FFNZ concerned that RMA changes are driven by housing crisis.

The more accurate and verified we are with fertiliser source and application, the better we will front foot
changing regulations.

g. Vera Power, Fertiliser Association:
Policy updates on:
• MPI’s new registration system for inhibitors.
• MPI’s current consultation on notice for fertiliser, biostimulants and soil conditioners.
h. Colin Hurst, Physical Properties of Fertiliser Working Group update:
Working through monthly meetings with great dialogue. Trial to follow supply chain changes of
Urea, Sulphate Ammonia, DAP and Potash. 8 stores (4 each from Ravensdown and Ballance). A lot
of discussion around standard to be used, weight vs volume comparisons. Request that FQC funds
16 sieve boxes. Fertiliser Association will fund 8.
Propose that FQC supplies 16 sieve boxes to the Physical Properties project. Colin/Jim
i.

Carried

Allister Holmes, Lincoln Agritech update:
Allister thanked the forum for co-funding the project.
• Assessing Blended Fertilisers: Measuring the spread pattern of the blend vs measuring the
spread of the components of the blend. Last week the first round of spread testing was
done in the Waikato, nearly 6000 trays measured and approximately 700 bags of blended
fertiliser to be separated out and assess the spread of those blends.
• Boundary Spreading: Of note last week, none of the operators used boundary control, they
adjusted their distance instead. This is the initial assessment to capture current practice.
More assessments to be made in Canterbury.
• Product Quality: Sample collection through the supply chain to assess the change in
characteristics of product. Discuss sharing of data with the Physical Properties group.

6. Business
Proposed new classification system for Direct Application Phosphate Rock: Propose to group to
postpone decision and talk to all interested parties to assess suitability or any amendments
required. Anders: Education is required to understand this product, so everyone understands what
they are getting. Small tonnage is sold overall, but it has been a source of contention over the years.
Action Point: Mike to send detailed papers to Jilly to circulate to Forum.
7. General business:
Website changes: Existing website needs updated contact details. Anders to check with Penny
whether this can be done.
8. Next Meeting Date: Thursday 4th November 2022, Miramar Golf Club, Wellington.
9. Closure: The Chairperson thanked everyone for attending the meeting and closed the meeting
at 2.45pm

Signed as a true and accurate record of the meeting held on:
Date:
Signed

